Study of the interference problems of dioxin-like chemicals with the bio-analytical method CALUX.
The reporter gene expression method CALUX has proven to be a very valuable screening technique for assessing toxic equivalents of dioxins and dioxin-like compounds, because it detects all AhR ligands in a variety of sample matrices. However, the exact meaning of the CALUX response is difficult to evaluate for complex mixtures mainly since not all AhR ligands are known and since antagonistic or synergistic effects occurs. In this paper, non-additive effects on the CALUX response of dioxins were investigated for a limited number of dioxin-like compounds in concentration ranges that are 10(2)-10(8) times higher than that of 2,3,7,8-TCDD. Antagonistic effects are detected for three Aroclors (1242, 1254, 1260), Halowax 1014 (PCN), HCB and PBB 169. The ratios, Aroclor/dioxin, Halowax/dioxin and HCB/dioxin, needed to observe an antagonistic effect are 10000, 5000 and 50000, respectively. No significant deviation from additivity was observed for Aroclor 5442 (PCT) and PBB 77 in the concentration range investigated. Two clean-up procedures have also been tested: in some cases the non-additive effects disappeared or were strongly reduced. Using only an acidic silica column, the classical dioxin-like compounds investigated here (PCB, PCT, PBB, PCN, HCB) as well as the dioxins are collected and analyzed altogether in one fraction. Consequently, no major alteration of the non-additive effects is expected. An acidic silica column combined with an activated carbon column allows the separation of PCDD/F and dioxin-like PCB in two different fractions, PBB 169 is completely eluted in the dioxin fraction and PBB 77 is distributed between the PCB and dioxin fraction. HCB is completely separated from the PCDD/F fraction.